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Administration agrees to increase AIDS money <"AIDS funding for fiscal year 1984 will more than double": Margaret Heckler>. Gay News-Telegraph 2(12): 1, September 1983.


AFL-CIO takes stand for gay rights, AIDS money <calls for federal government to provide comprehensive plan and more money for AIDS research>. GLC Voice 4(24): 4, October 17, 1983.


Africans living in Belgium are found to have AIDS. Sacramento Star 11(24): 6, April 20, 1983.
Africans might be another risk group. The Weekly News 6(32): 6, April 13, 1983.


AIDS "within two years an AIDS vaccine will be developed in the Netherlands, according to the TNO, the Dutch Government Research Organisation". De Gay Krant (12): 18, December 1983.


AIDS <lesbians and AIDS>. The Open Door, October 1983, p. 23.


AIDS <no confirmed cases in Prairie provinces>. Perceptions 2: 6, May-June 1983.

AIDS <Society for the Promotion of Community Standards and Air New


AIDS- acquired immune deficiency syndrome. Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays Newsletter 89: 1, August 1983.


AIDS: acquired immune deficiency syndrome (not "GRID" or "gay plague" or "gay cancer"). Fine Print 1(2): 4, March 1983.


AIDS Awareness Week <San Francisco, May 2-8, with list of events>. Sentinel 10(9): 1, April 28, 1983.

AIDS Awareness Week: candlelight march Monday night. Bay Area

AIDS baby abandoned <Miami>. GLC Voice 83: 2, December 5, 1983.


AIDS baby should have home before Christmas <Miami>. The Weekly News 7(16): 22, December 21, 1983.


AIDS benefit bombs in Hollywood <2,000 of 17,000 seats filled in Hollywood Bowl benefit>. New York Native 73: 11-12, September 26-October 9, 1983.


AIDS calls overwhelm Health Dept. <up to 13,000 callers a day>. GLC Voice 4(19): 2, August 1, 1983.


AIDS cases decline in New York <"slight decline in number of new AIDS cases in New York state may presage a similar drop elsewhere in the United States">. *Sentinel* 10(24): 1, November 22, 1983.


AIDS cases reported in VA <seven cases in Virginia>. *Our Own Community Press* 7(7): 12, May 1983.


AIDS chain established <40 cases traced to sexual contact with one man, "patient 0">. *Campaign* 101: 54, May 1984.


AIDS Coordinating Committee Media Relations Committee. This letter may save your life <"safer sex"; full page advertisement>! *Bay Area Reporter* 13(25): 11, June 23, 1983.

AIDS crisis requires thought, not panic <"some coverage in the gay press has been somewhat sensational and negative">. *Sacramento Star* 1(19): 3, February 9, 1983.


AIDS doc gets preliminary injunction <Dr. Joseph Sonnabend eviction>. *New York Native* 76: 10-11, November 7-20, 1983.


AIDS examined on Channel 6 <documentary "Diagnosis: AIDS">. Mom... Guess What! 58: 6, October 1983.


AIDS funding cut from next year's budget <California's funding for AIDS-related community organizations>. San Diego Gayzette 82: 1, March 29, 1984.


AIDS gala at Davies Hall. Bay Area Reporter 13(23): 17, June 9, 1983.


AIDS groups federate in Denver; women demand parity at all levels. Bay Area Reporter 13(24): 1,12, June 16, 1983.


AIDS hits the military <three cases>. GLC Voice 4(18): 2, July 18, 1983.

AIDS, hormone correlation found <thymosin alpha-1>. Equal Time 26: 2, April 6, 1983.


AIDS "humor" slammed <homophobic AIDS "joke" made by Boston school


AIDS in the workplace and other cases. Lambda Update, December 1983, p. 3.

AIDS incidence rose during first quarter of '83; official statistics in; more cases in more areas of the city <46 new cases in San Francisco in first quarter of 1983, compared to 23 in last quarter of 1982>. Bay Area Reporter 13(28): 18, July 14, 1983.


AIDS/KS group raises funds, starts programs, opens office


AIDS-like virus found in monkeys <SAIDS>. Mom...Guess What! 64: 4, April 1984.


AIDS may be foreseen in eyes <eye changes in high-risk patients>. Montrose Voice 161: 5, November 25, 1983.


AIDS may be transmitted by Cuban mercenaries <Dr. C. MacLeod, University of Miami>. California Voice 5(8): ?, April 6, 1983.


AIDS measure wins in Assembly <proposal to establish an AIDS Research and Workshop Grants Section in the California Department
AIDS Medical Foundation. A significant step forward in the fight against AIDS. *New York Native* 75: 2, October 24-November 6, 1983.


AIDS no threat to AYDS. *AYDS appetit suppressant candy*. *Montrose Voice* 139: 8, June 24, 1983.


AIDS now seen as worldwide health problem: Europe's rate doubles according to a major N.Y. Times article. Bay Area Reporter 13(51): 12, December 22, 1983.


AIDS open forum Long Island <advertisement for November 16 forum sponsored by the Dept. of Community Medicine, South Nassau Communities Hospital>. Connection 2(24): 13, October 27-November 9, 1983.


AIDS page <twelve short news items taken from other gay publications>. Pink Triangle 45: 5, Summer 83-84.


AIDS panel named <AIDS scientific research panel will assist New York state in evaluating AIDS research grant proposals>. Connection 2(24): 11, October 27-November 9, 1983.


AIDS panic is over-stressed <re. AIDS in South Africa>. Link/Skakel 110: 1, February 1983.


AIDS patient may have been 'dumped' <Morgan McDonald>. Connection 2(24): 11, October 27-November 9, 1983.


AIDS phobia in England <"fear of catching AIDS is causing more harm in Britain than the disease itself">. Our Paper, Your Paper 2(18): 6, September 14, 1983.


AIDS prisoners to go to Missouri <federal prisoners with AIDS to be sent to special facility in Springfield, MO>. Equal Time 34: 2, July 27, 1983.


AIDS-related organizations invited to join national federation <FARO>. GLC Voice 4(21): 5, September 6, 1983.

AIDS relative produced in laboratory <simian AIDS>. GLC Voice 88 <misnumbered>: 2, March 5, 1984.


AIDS research gets '85 budget increase <increased $6.5 million to $53.9 million, 12 percent rise over '84>. Mom... Guess What! 63: 4, March 1984.

AIDS research grant awarded <$2.7 million federal AIDS grant to UCLA and Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center>. Mom... Guess What! 59: 8, November 1983.


AIDS research wheels oiled by Congress, health institute <speed up AIDS research funding allocations>. Gay Community News 10(38): 2, April 16, 1983.


AIDS researchers meet with HCN directors <Health Crisis Network>.


AIDS risk in blood recall called small <"factor 8" product containing blood donated by AIDS victim is recalled>. *Equal Time* 37: 7, September 7, 1983.


AIDS seminar offered to medical pros <Sacramento seminar sponsored by California Public Health Association, Sacramento AIDS/KS Foundation, and California Dept. of Health Services>. *Bay Area


AIDS: some answers. Torso, April 1984, p. 43.

AIDS sparking news throughout the U.S.A. Body Politic 93: 19, May 1983.


AIDS stats reveal more non-white cases <CDC reports that 40 percent of AIDS cases belong to "ethnic minorities">. Body Politic 100: 24, January-February 1984.


AIDS study <San Francisco psychotherapists and researchers Leon McKusick and Bill Horstman>. Bay Area Reporter 13(37): 5, September 15, 1983.

AIDS study <funding and Laboratory Centre for Disease Control (LCDC) research studies>. Perceptions 7: 12, March-April 1984.

AIDS study seeks safe sexers <U. of California study looking for men who have had sex with other men, but who have never swallowed or anally received semen>. Bay Area Reporter 14(9): 17, March 1, 1984.


AIDS support group <Minneapolis>. GLC Voice 4(16): 5, June 20, 1983.


AIDS survey finds most men continue as before; many are more careful about what they do with pickups. Bay Area Reporter 13(22): 1,14-16, June 2, 1983.


AIDS update <Health Screening Group, Inc. of Ft. Lauderdale; AIDS rumours and job dismissal; two other items>. *The Weekly News* 7(10): 8, November 9, 1983.


AIDS update <Morgan McDonald dies; Dr. Joseph Sonnabend eviction case; three other items>. *The Weekly News* 7(8): 16, October 26, 1983.

AIDS update <non-victims may also be carriers; pre-AIDS test; three other items>. *The Weekly News* 7(20): 10, January 18, 1984.


AIDS update: AIDS cases increase 13.4% <nationwide increase in September over August 1983>. *Our Own Community Press* 7(12): 7, October 1983.


AIDS victim was nun in Haiti. *Equal Time* 39: 2, October 5, 1983.


Alfred, Randy. Fact and fiction <The Nightmare Factor, a thriller written in 1978 by Thomas N. Scoria and Frank M. Robinson, is eerie prelude to AIDS>. Montrose Voice 154: 8, October 14, 1983.


Alfred, Randy. Sex in the age of AIDS. Montrose Voice 166: 9, December 30, 1983.


AMA says hepatitis vaccine does not cause AIDS. Buck Rogers' Happenings, April 1983.

Amazing idea may solve AIDS riddle <"AIDS may be a form of swine flu">. Update 110: ?, June 2, 1983.


And this little piggy had none <editorial re AIDS and ASFV>. New York Native 72: 3,61, September 12-25, 1983.


Anderson, Scott P.; Freiberg, Peter; Helm, Chris; Nash, Phil. AIDS news updates: Denver Police Dept. and AIDS film; S.F. AIDS patient accommodation; medical phone service; airman; Utah man loses job; AIDS Project/L.A. Advocate 379: 10-12, October 27, 1983.


Animal league wants to protect from AIDS <International Primate Protection League rejects use of chimpanzees in AIDS research>. GLC Voice 83: 2, December 5, 1983.

Ann Landers vs. CDC on cause of AIDS. GLC Voice 4(16): 2, June 20, 1983.

Another AIDS Project meeting <Minnesota AIDS Project>. GLC Voice 84: 5, December 19, 1983.


Answers to the questions you ask most: a medical doctor gives relevant facts about AIDS. Link/Skakel 110: 3, February 1983.


Anti-gay crackdown in Haiti <AIDS hysteria>. Sentinel 10(17): 1, August 18, 1983.


April, Wayne. KS Foundation goes national; has new direction <$400,000 grant from NIH>. Bay Area Reporter 13(19): 1,11, May 12, 1983.


April, Wayne. $12 million for AIDS likely from Congress: funds pass House; same expected from Senate. Bay Area Reporter 13(22): 1,5, June 2, 1983.

Apuzzo, Virginia M. Social Science 101: demand protection <letter
re. AIDS confidentiality>. New York Native 75: 4, October 24-
November 6, 1983.

Apuzzo asks increased funding for AIDS fight <Virginia Apuzzo,
Executive Director of the National Gay Task Force>. Our Own

Apuzzo excerpts <closing speech of Fifth National Lesbian/Gay

Apuzzo testifies for AIDS in Congress: requests $100 million for

Arbonies, William. Sticking a dick <letter re. responsibilities>
Bay Area Reporter 13(16): 7, April 21, 1983.

ARC announces plans to assist AIDS sufferers <AIDS Resource Center,

ARC benefit at Studio 54 on Gay Pride Day. Connection 2(15): ?,
June 1-14, 1983.

ARC develops plans to help AIDS patients <AIDS Recuperation Centre

Are we still 'an army of lovers' <"preventive maintenance">?

Arthus centrum for forskning om AIDS. Magasin Gay 1(2): 28, October
1983.

Arnal, Frank. Le Congres de Dallas <interview with Dr. Jean Robert
re. conference on sexually transmitted diseases organized by CDC,

Arnal, Frank. Incertainism incertitude <AIDS research>. Gai Pied

Around the nation <news items>. Washington Blade 14(24): 9, June 17,
1983.

Around the world <news items>. Washington Blade 14(25): 9-11, June
24, 1983.

Article provokes picket <"Whitewash" article in California


Artists donate works to benefit gay group: auction raises $140,000

Arvanette, Steven C. AIDS hysteria <New York>. New York Native 67:
10, July 4-17, 1983.
Arvanette, Steven C. Applause for the animals; empty seats, but rodeo raises money <AIDS benefit, Madison Square Garden>. New York Native 75: 14-15, October 24-November 6, 1983.


Arvanette, Steven C. Questions raised about some medical advertising <"AIDS screening">. New York Native 75: 8, October 24-November 6, 1983.


Avicolli, Tommi. Red Cross blood donations decrease to all-time low <"people's imaginations have run wild with the fear of AIDS">. Gay News (Philadelphia) 7(46): 3, September 29, 1983.


Avicolli, Tommi. Rise in Phila. AIDS cases still below national level <"an average of two cases a month has been reported in Philadelphia, bringing the current total to 24">. Gay News (Philadelphia) 7(40): 1,12, August 18, 1983.


B


Bailey, Dan. The numbers are ours <letter re. "we have the numbers to elect">. New York Native 64: 4, May 23-June 5, 1983.

Baker, Joe. First they close the baths, then the bars, then.... Dallas Gay News 83: 3, April 6, 1984.


Baker, Joe. Texas backs out of sodomy appeal, but new foes will take up case <Dallas Doctors Against AIDS>. Advocate 366: 8, April 28, 1983.


Baker, Ron. SF gay baths must post AIDS warnings. New York Native
66: 8, June 20-July 3, 1983.


Barbara Boxer seeks $30,000,000 for AIDS. California Voice 5(10): ?, May 6, 1983.


Bathhouse sex banned in S.F. Mom...Guess What! 65: 4, May 1984.


Bay Area Physicians for Human Rights. Guidelines for AIDS risk


Bell, Arthur. Love with the proper stranger <reprint from the Village Voice, half of which is on closing the baths>. Seattle Gay News 10(14): 1, June 3, 1983.


Blood bank rethinks policy <Canadian Red Cross Society and "groups at risk">. Pink Triangle 43: 1, May-June 1983.


Board member dies <Joel Lamberg, New York City attorney and member of Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund board of directors, dies of AIDS>. Empty Closet 142: 17, October 1983.

Board of Supervisors awards grant to Sacramento AIDS/KS Foundation <$5,562>. Mom...Guess What! 56: 9, August 1983.


Bordeleau, Christian. Le délire de la Croix-Rouge canadienne

Bosse-kraeft hos hetero-seksuelle! *Pan* (Copenhagen), July-August, 1982, p.4.


Brockway in intensive care <Bruce Brockway, Minnesota gay activist>


Budget request includes an increase in AIDS funding <call for $6.5 million increase in 1985>. Connection 3(7): 5, February 29-March 14, 1984.


Bush, Larry. The politics (and more politics) of AIDS. New York Native 67: 19, July 4-17, 1983.


Bush, Larry; Carrier, Allen E. House OKs record AIDS funding; gay leaders urge cooperation. Advocate 379: 8, October 27, 1983.


Business aids in the AIDS battle ($100,000 search time by American International Data Search). Bay Area Reporter 13(32): 14, August 11, 1983.


**C**


Call for Senate AIDS hearing <letter addressed to Orrin Hatch, Chairman, United States Senate, Committee on Labor and Human Resources, by fifteen Senators>. *Bay Area Reporter* 13(45): 9, November 10, 1983.


Campbell, Bobbi. 1 from the 1,112 <letter responding to Larry Kramer article "1,112 and Counting">. *Bay Area Reporter* 13(15): 8, April 14, 1983.


Campbell, Bobbi. Sect'y Heckler meets people with AIDS <U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services Margaret Heckler>. *Sentinel* 10(17): 1, August 18, 1983.


Campbell, Bobbi. Was blind, but now I see <letter>. *Christopher Street* 7(8): 6, September 1983.


Candlelight AIDS vigil this Saturday. *Bay Area Reporter* 13(40): 5, October 6, 1983.


Cantaloupe, Fred E. While we wait until a cure is found, "is there nothing we can do for ourselves and each other?" macrobiotics. *New York Native* 75: 25-29, October 24-November 6, 1983.


Carey, Ronald D. As a person letter to President Reagan regarding AIDS. *Gay Community News* 11(18): 5, November 19, 1983.


Carrier, Allen E. The State of Maryland's sodomy law- and local gays' fear of prosecution under it- could jeopardize the success


Cautious blood policy <to guard against AIDS transmission, doctors are warned to order transfusions only when absolutely necessary>. Washington Blade 15(2): 7, January 13, 1983.


The CDC at risk <editorial re. CDC and HTLV research>. New York Native 72: 3, September 12-25, 1983.

CDC head researcher understands gay complaints <Dr. James Curran understands complaints that the government is not doing enough to support AIDS research>. Bay Area Reporter 13(38): 12, September 22, 1983.

CDC says AIDS cases have declined. Connection 3(5): 4, January 25-February 8, 1984.

CDC to study Haitians, AIDS. Equal Time 37: 3, September 7, 1983.

Cecchi, Robert L. Dear Mr. President <speech>. New York Native 64: 10, May 23-June 5, 1983.

Celebrities raise $50,000 at AIDS benefits at Studio One <Joan Rivers>. GLC Voice 91: 10, April 16, 1984.


Channel 13 loves your money, but hates you <editorial re. media and AIDS>. New York Native 77: 5, November 21-December 4, 1983.


Chapman, Nancy. Turndown on AIDS study is still unexplained. Our Own Community Press 7(12): 1, October 1983.


Chibbaro, Jr., Lou. Bath cancels AIDS fundraiser <Olympic Baths,


Chicago clinic gets AIDS grant <Howard Brown Memorial Clinic>. Equal Time 40: 2, November 2, 1983.


Children's Hospital gets grant for AIDS study from NIH <Children's Hospital Research Foundation, Columbus>. News of the Columbus Gay and Lesbian Community 6(5): 161, June 1983.


Church, Bart. Required reading <letter re. L. Kramer>. New York Native 61: 5-6, April 11-24, 1983.


City sets up new AIDS lab <Bureau of Laboratory Services, Manhattan>. New York Native 86: 10, March 26-April 8, 1984.

Claiborne benefit raises $100,000. New York Native 69: 6, August 1-14, 1983.


Collins, Chris; Sweeney, Tim; Boring, John; Callen, Michael; Lawrence, Keith. Who knows what about us <AIDS and confidentiality>? *New York Native* 66: 5,7, June 20-July 3, 1983.


Comedian Joan Rivers is donating her time for two AIDS benefit performances to be held at Studio One in Los Angeles on March 11. *Advocate* 390: 19, March 20, 1984.


Committee hears testimony on restoring state sodomy law <Texas law and anti-gay testimony by Paul Cameron and Dr. Clem Mueller>. *Out In Texas* 9: 8, April 28, 1983.


Complaint charges discrimination at Columbia <refusal to hire AIDS patients or suspected transmitters of the disease>. *New York Native* 71: 10-11, August 29-September 11, 1983.


Concern about AIDS spurs action and concern <Virginia Apuzzo on


Confidentiality: take a number please <editorial on AIDS research>. New York Native 73: 3, September 26-October 9, 1983.


Congress approves $41 million for AIDS. Sentinel 10(22): 1, October 27, 1983.


Cops suspended over AIDS case <two Jersey City officers refuse to take a prisoner with AIDS to a hospital>. Sentinel 10(23): 1, November 10, 1983.

Cops warn Demos about AIDS <letter sent to Democratic Party officials re. threat of AIDS to party national convention to be held in San Francisco>. Sentinel 10(11): 1, May 26, 1983.

Cornell pushing gamma interferon as AIDS therapy <Cornell University researchers>. GLC Voice 91: 4, April 16, 1984.


Cotton, Paul. Wisconsin sets guidelines for doctors <State
Council approves AIDS grant request <Houston City Council approves $91,000 grant application>. Montrose Voice 154: 6, October 14, 1983.


Cowell, Sue. AIDS-Rochester continues to serve. Empty Closet 141: 8, September 1983.


Coz, Audrey. Benefit concert for Klaus Nomi <New York>. Gai Pied
Hebdo 83: 15, September 3-9, 1983.

Crane, Rick. AIDS Awareness Week <San Francisco>. Sentinel 10(9): 4, April 28, 1983.


Cuba denies "Yankee slander" <re. theory that Cuban soldiers returning from Angola introduced AIDS into the western hemisphere>. Campaign 90: 15, June 1983.


Cubans may have brought AIDS to U.S. <Dr. C. MacLeod, University of Miami>. Gay Chicago 6(13): 7,9, April 7, 1983.


Cuomo appoints AIDS panel <research panel to guide the state's new $4.4 million AIDS research effort>. New York Native 74: 13, October 10-23, 1983.


Cusick, Tim. Local groups gear up for battle against AIDS <Kansas


D


Daniel, Dan. Hospital union concerned about AIDS patients <David R. Fair of Hospital Workers Union in Philadelphia>. Gay News


Davis, Lair. Newsweek's cover story this week is about AIDS. San Diego Gayzette 34: 1-2, April 21, 1983.

Davis, Larry L. The fight is on- the battle plans are drawn <local preparations to fight AIDS>. San Diego Gayzette 34: 4, April 21, 1983.


DC will be site of AIDS Vigil Oct. 8; will be memorial to those who've died. Our Own Community Press 7(11): 6, September 1983.


Dear Governor Cuomo <editorial re. AIDS funding>. New York Native 67: 1, 3, July 4-17, 1983.

Death toll stands at 213... 5 Canadians among victims! Gay Niagara News 3(9): 1, 4 September 1982.


Déclaration des gais et des lesbiennes sur le S.I.D.A. <Canadian Red Cross and "le syndrome d'immunodeficience acquisite- SIDA>. Le Petit Berdache 2: 5, April 1983.
Déclaration sur le SIDA <Montreal organization meets about AIDS>. 
Sortie 7: 19, May 1983.


Demetrakopoulos, George E. A lesson from Greece <no AIDS in Greece, "a country of 11 million people in which male homosexual and bisexual practices have been for centuries part of the traditional lifestyle">. New York Native 67: 23-24, July 4-17, 1983.


D'Eramo, James E. AIDS seen in heterosexual Canadians <AIDS in Canada: 49 percent of cases are gay men; new director at CDC; other


D’Eramo, James E. Blind man describing an elephant; an interview with the head of the state AIDS Institute (Dr. Herbert W. Diderman). New York Native 76: 16-20, November 7-20, 1983.


D’Eramo, James E. Fungus implicated in AIDS etiology (Dr. K.W. Sell, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases). New York Native 76: 8, November 7-20, 1983.


D'Eramo, James E. Interferon- helps or hurts: NYC researchers look at varying levels in gay men and have more questions than answers: part 1 of three parts <reprinted from New York Native>. Bay Area Reporter 13(43): 14-15, October 27, 1983.


D'Eramo, James E. Notables come out for AIDS symposium <also, AIDS found in black Africans; pitchers vs. catchers; sun rays and immune deficiency; clones, cancers and cures>. New York Native 62: 18-22, April 25-May 8, 1983.


D'Eramo, James E. A successful treatment for pre-AIDS <possible treatment for AIDS-prodrome; AIDS itself is not an opportunistic infection; other brief items>. New York Native 75: 19-20,22-23, October 24-November 6, 1983.


Derek Peterson, designer and ad rep. dies of AIDS. New York Native 87: 8, April 9-22, 1984.


Desert benefits raise nearly $45,000: UCLA School of Medicine gets bulk of $'s <Palm Springs benefits>. Bay Area Reporter 13(48): 4, December 1, 1983.

Despite assurances from public health officials, AIDS is causing something of a panic in parts of the country. Gay News (Philadelphia) 7(53): 4, June 24-30, 1983.

DeStefano, George. Courage to endure: how gay men are coping with

dethuin, Richard. City, State officials issue AIDS proclamations
(April is AIDS Awareness month in New York). New York Native 61:
11, April 11-24, 1983.

Det Norske Forbundet av 1948. AIDS: ansvar for egen og andres helse

DHSS issue AIDS warning to gay blood donors (Britain's Dept. of

Diablo AIDS support (Diablo Valley and the Contra Costa AIDS

Diana Foundation donates to KS/AIDS Foundation. Montrose Voice
145: 9, August 5, 1983.

22, 1983.

DiGioia, Richard. AIDS update: some good news, some not so good.

Dimitrius; Maskwa. AIDS Medical Foundation formed
for private research (non-profit organization will support
outstanding scientists in research to find the cause, treatment and

Dimitrius; Maskwa. AIDS update: government facts about AIDS: the
latest info in question and answer format. Connection 2(21): 10-
11, August 31-September 20, 1983.

Dimitrius; Maskwa. ARC defines its goals for AIDS patients
(AIDS Resource Center, Inc.). Connection 2(12): 8-9,33, April 14-
May 4, 1983.

Dimitrius; Maskwa. Central Park AIDS vigil and aftermath: the
memorial lives on.... Connection 2(18): 20-22, July 20-August 2,
1983.

Dimitrius; Maskwa. Cuomo fights for civil rights for those with
AIDS. Connection 2(18): 16-17, July 20-August 2, 1983.

Dimitrius; Maskwa. Debbie fires son over AIDS issue (Debbie

Dimitrius; Maskwa. Governor Cuomo initiates AIDS program.

Dimitrius; Maskwa. Kenny's story: from the Connection to 20/20
<ABC News Program 20/20 airs story of AIDS patient's abuse by

Dimitrius; Maskwa. The Red Cross joins the war against AIDS. Connection 2(21): 8, August 31-September 20, 1983.


Disease and the state <Dr. David Axelrod testifies before a Senate committee about AIDS>. New York Native 67: 27,62, July 4-17, 1983.


Doctor says interferon may be harmful treatment for AIDS <Dr. J. Wilcox at American Cancer Society seminar>. Sacramento Star 1(23): 1, April 6, 1983.

Doctor slams funding ban <West Australia state government refuses to support a national research program to investigate AIDS>. Campaign 92: 8, August 1983.


Doctors predict 600 new AIDS cases in San Francisco by '85. 

Doctors tell heterosexual transmission of AIDS. *News of the 

Doctors urged to report AIDS cases. *San Francisco Medical Society's 


Dodo (Dodo Parikas). Danska reaktioner pa AIDS <AIDS in Denmark>. 

Dolan, Tom. You can't stop living <promiscuity and fear of AIDS>. 
*Our Own Community Press* 7(8): 9, June 1983.

Dolce, Joe. The politics of fear: Haitians and AIDS. *New York 
Native* 69: 16,18, August 1-14, 1983.


Don't give blood if you have AIDS symptoms. *Sunset People* 3(7): 31, 
February 17, 1983.

Doren, Jack N. Report on activities in NYC regarding AIDS <NY AIDS 
Network Intergovernmental Committee on AIDS and Related Problems; 
Gay Men's Health Crisis>. *National Coalition of Gay STD Services 

'Double epidemic' spreading, says SMU professor. <William 

Dr. Tom McManus; Dr. Ian Murray-Lyon <AIDS researchers in England>. 

Dr. Vrel elected president of Physicians <San Diego's Physicians 
for Human Rights AIDS fund>. *San Diego Gayzette* 35: 3, April 28, 
1983.

Drucker, Peter. Warning signs from San Francisco <"sickness and 

Drug company acts on hepatitis <hepatitis vaccine and AIDS risk>. 
*Campaign* 94: 9, October 1983.

Drury, Tom. Rick Jacobi <obituary of AIDS patient>. *Bay Area 

Dubow, David. What's the latest in Britain?: "the biggest problem
is ignorance". Gay News 262: 15, March 31-April 13, 1983.


83/84 San Francisco's budgeted spending for AIDS. Bay Area Reporter 13(32): 10, August 11, 1983.

$83,000 raised to cope with AIDS <AIDS Project/Los Angeles>. Update 112: 5, June 29, 1983.


Epidemiologist to work on AIDS in Minnesota <Joel Kuritsky>. Equal Time 37: 8, September 7, 1983.

Esophageal candidiasis most common, most treatable part of AIDS. News of the Columbus Gay and Lesbian Community 6(12): 521, January 1984.


Evans, Robin. 'AIDS Alert' draws gay protest, police 'regret'. Lights With Current 12: 3, 5, September 30-October 13, 1983.


Exploding the AIDS fear: part one- restaurants <ad. stating that AIDS cannot be contracted by eating at a restaurant that has gay employees or gay clientele>. Sentinel 10(12): 11, June 9, 1983.


Facts about AIDS <from The AIDS Fact Book by Ken Mayer and Hank


Fain, Nathan. AIDS, the gold rush; monster study at Yale to begin; more flak on maligned Haitians; international forum in Denmark. Advocate 374: 23, August 18, 1983.

Fain, Nathan. AIDS in the world; passive anal intercourse; amebiasis and AIDS; helper-suppressor T-cells and AIDS. Advocate 378: 22-23, October 13, 1983.

Fain, Nathan. Creative responses from all over; more books, yet more on the way; less muck about amoebas. Advocate 381: 22-23, November 24, 1983.


Fain, Nathan. Media hypes AIDS 'breakthrough' at NIH; AIDS research and the wealthy foundation; summer reading on AIDS. Advocate 375: 14-15, September 1, 1983.


Fain, Nathan. The toll so far <as of Dec. 12: 2952 cases>; one network wins a round <ABC-TV and "20/20" episodes on AIDS>; New York City AIDS funding and support; and finally, total disbelief <gay suspicions about AIDS>. Advocate 386: 20-21, January 24, 1984.


Fake AIDS letters surface <letters sent out indicating that recipient has had sexual contact with a person with AIDS>. Bay Area Reporter 13(37): 11, September 15, 1983.


False representation on AIDS cure <Los Angeles mail order firm>. News of the Columbus Gay and Lesbian Community 6(9): 403, October 1983.


Falwell fumes over bathhouses <"thousands would die" unless the
bathhouses are closed. *Equal Time* 39: 2, October 5, 1983.


Federal proposals on blood donation trouble gay activists (*Dr. E. Brandt, U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services*). *Advocate* 365: 9, April 14, 1983.


Feinberg, Diane. AIDS/health; politics/health (*excerpt from speech made to a forum on AIDS held at the Community Church, Boston, October 21*). *Gay Community News* 11(19): 8-9, November 26, 1983.


Feinstein approves proposal for AIDS residences (*San Francisco mayor approves $250,000 proposal to establish eight residences for homeless AIDS patients*). *Gay Community News* 10(38): 2, April 16, 1983.


Feinstein hails Heckler's commitment to "solving the AIDS mystery" (*re. Margaret Heckler's address to US Conference of Mayors*). *Sentinel* 10(13): 1,9, June 23, 1983.


Felson, Arthur. Whose viewpoint (*letter re. safe sex guidelines*)?


First AIDS <first case reported in Australia>. Pink Triangle 43: 6, May-June 1983.


Flint, Mike. Littlejohn shut down <letter re. bathhouse closings;
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